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API key-name pairs from
a session variable, and

then calling a
$.getJSON() function to
retrieve a list of known

API key-name pairs.
However, the session

variables do not appear
to carry over. The calls

to the APIs
are'recurring', as they

happen every 2 seconds.
Here's the latest code
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block: if (mySQLSession.
myListOfNameAndKeys.l

ength === 0) { var
name = mySQLSession.li
stOfKeyNames.join(', ');
mySQLSession.myListOf
NameAndKeys.push(nam
e); $.getJSON("/check/na
me/" + mySQLSession.lis
tOfKeyNames.join(",") +

"/apiKey", {},
function(data) { var

apiKey =
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data.keys.join(','); var
apiKeyName =

data.keyNames.join(",");
if (apiKey!== '') {

console.log(apiKey +''+
apiKeyName); $.getJSON
("/api/check/apiKey/" +
apiKey + "?token=" +
sessionStorage.token,
{}, function(data) {
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be I hope you enjoy watching the video, and
please, if you do, leave a comment about
what you think. ? You can click here to be
taken to the next chapter, “What is the

Origin of Life?” The video explains the origin
of life, what it means, and why scientists are
trying to discover it. We’ll be right back with

the last part of this series, “What is the
Universe Made of?”, soon.Q: How to break
Inline Expansion in Ansible I am trying to

convert the below YAML to Ansible. My goal
is to have "in array" expand into 'a,b,c' and
then running with the "in array" part as a

loop. When I do that in ansible play it breaks
the loop. How can I convert this to play? --- -

name: Set files set_fact:
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